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IURI CANONICO QUO SIT ECCLESIA DEI FELIX. 

Unsuitable for Ministry: 
A Priest’s Worst Nightmare

By: Philip C. L. Gray, JCL
John answered Him, saying: Master, we saw one cast-
ing out devils in Thy name, who followeth not us, and 
we forbade him. But Jesus said: Do not forbid him. For 
there is no man that doth a miracle in My name, and 
can soon speak ill of Me. For he that is not against you, 
is for you (Mark 9:38-39; DR).
There is a growing number of priests whose suit-

ability for ministry cases have become publicly 
known. Quite frankly, I have never been involved in a 
case in which the public discourse accurately reflected 
the facts of the case. If one is not directly involved in 
the case, it makes understanding the truth of the case 
virtually impossible. Apart from the specific facts as-
sociated with a particular case, there are certain ele-
ments that a trained eye can recognize about a specific 
case, even within distorted public discourse. To help 
Christifidelis readers understand some of these nuanc-
es, there are three points I will address in this article. 
First, I will present a general overview of a suitabil-
ity for ministry case. I will then propose a process that 
could be used to determine the suitability of a priest 
and highlight the jurisprudence that informs this pro-
posal.  Finally, I will offer some personal observations 
on the use of this process.

Does a Priest have a Right to Ministry?
The question at the heart of a suitability for priestly 

ministry case is whether a priest has a right to ministry. 
No man has a right to be ordained. A vocation to the 
priesthood is something discerned mutually between 
a man and the diocese or institute to whom he will be 
incardinated. When discerning whether a man is suit-
able for ordination, a bishop is determining whether 
he would be useful in the diocese.  As expressly stated 
in Canon 1025§2: “Furthermore, it is required [before 
ordination] that he is considered in the judgment of the 
same legitimate superior as useful for the ministry of the 
Church” (added emphasis). Determination of useful-

ness is subjective to the diocese or institute to which 
the man has applied. It is perfectly legitimate for a 
bishop to reject a man for priesthood if the man only 
speaks a language not used in his diocese. It’s hard to 
be useful if one cannot communicate. This same sub-
jectivity is applied in other areas of usefulness, such as 
physical or mental capacity. If the man is determined 
suitable for ministry, the bishop ordains him and gives 
him faculties to minister. Because the determination 
of suitability is subjective, a man may be unsuitable in 
one diocese and quite suitable in another.

By virtue of his ordination, a priest obtains an ac-
quired right1 to priestly ministry in the diocese where 
he is incardinated. His ordination proves he has been 
determined suitable for ministry. The jurisprudence 
on these types of cases supports this position. None-
theless, I must add an important caveat. Though a 
priest obtains an acquired right to ministry by virtue 
of his ordination, he does not possess a right to any 
specific ministry or position. Specific appointments re-
main the discretion of the ordinary. This discretion has 
its limits, as each ecclesiastical office that can be given 
a priest will carry with it certain acquired rights that 
must be respected. Once ordained, the priest acquires 
a right to ministry; once appointed to a specific min-
istry, the priest obtains certain acquired rights associ-
ated with that ministry. These will differ depending on 
the assignment given.

Just as a man must prove his usefulness to be or-
dained and obtain an ecclesiastical assignment, so the 
ordinary must prove a priest is not useful in order to 
remove faculties and declare him unsuitable for minis-
try. Because the man has obtained an acquired right to 
ministry, the law presumes he is suitable until proven 
otherwise. As expressed in Canon 1741.2: “The causes 
for which a pastor can be removed legitimately from his par-
ish are especially the following: 2° ineptitude or a permanent 
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Reports, Rumors,
Ramblings and

Ravings
We are so grateful to those supporters of the Foun-

dation who remember our work in their wills. The 
generosity and foresight of a small few have provided 
a boon to our efforts either with bequests or requests 
that donations be made to the Foundation in their 
memory. I pray that the prayers and Masses we of-
fer for these donors provide comfort to their families 
and spiritual aid to their souls. If you haven’t already, 
please consider these means of leaving a legacy that 
will continue to serve the Church.   TV

  

 Memorare to St. Joseph
Remember, most pure spouse of Mary ever Virgin, my 
loving protector St. Joseph, that never has it been heard 
that anyone invoked your protection or besought your 
aid without being consoled. In this confidence I come 
before you; I fervently recommend myself to you. 
Despise not my prayer, foster father of the Redeemer, 
but graciously deign to hear it. Amen.

This has been a difficult year in the lives of many 
Christifidelis readers and clients of The Saint Joseph 
Foundation. Families have suffered a large number 
of serious illnesses and deaths. Some of our readers 
and clients have suffered from major disasters, such as 
floods, hurricanes, tornadoes, the winter storm that hit 
Texas, and loss of jobs. Let us remember to keep each 
other in prayer. We are united in a common pursuit of 
Faith; let us be united in prayer, that the Peace of God 
given through the Birth of Jesus will comfort all. PG

  
Chuck Wilson loved Christmastide. He always 

looked forward to writing a Christmas greeting and 
lighting candles during this holy season for Christifidelis 
readers before the images of St. Joseph and Our Lady of 
the Atonement at Atonement Parish in San Antonio. On 
his behalf, and on behalf of Terry and their children, I 
thank you all for the many prayers and remembrances 
you sent after his death. In his honor, I take the pleasure 
to wish you all a very blessed Christmastide. PG
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Popular Illinois priest departs 
parish after bishop threatens him 
with ‘penalties under Church law’

BATAVIA, Illinois, June 28, 2021
 (LifeSiteNews) — A popular priest who said he 
would stay at his parish after he was unexpect-
edly told by his bishop that his assignment had 
ended and was not assigned to a new parish, has 
now left the parish saying that his bishop has 
threatened him with “penalties under Church 
law” should he “fail to vacate the rectory.”
Father James Parker said he was told on May 24 
that beginning June 16, he had no reassignment, 
and could no longer live in a diocese rectory. 
About three months prior, Bishop David Malloy 
met with Parker to discuss “concerns” about his 
priestly ministry, which reportedly included giv-
ing faithful Holy Communion on the tongue.
On June 18, Fr. Parker released a statement ex-
plaining why he felt it was in the “best interest 
of the parishioners of Holy Cross Parish and its 
employees” that he leave the parish…. Parker 
said that Bishop Malloy had threatened him with 
“penalties under Church law” should he contin-
ue to maintain that he is the pastor at Holy Cross 
and “fail to vacate the rectory.”
Fr. Parker explained that he had also recently 
received an email from Malloy, which Parker 
says was sent to all priests in the Rockford dio-
cese, claiming that Parker had prevented Father 
Jared Twenty (the newly assigned pastor of Holy 
Cross) from offering Mass in the parish. Parker 
and several eyewitnesses deny this allegation.
…Parker concluded his letter saying, “As a result 
of these events, I was compelled to depart the 
Parish campus to protect my flock from the rap-
idly escalating discord, strife and confusion.”
However, Fr. Parker insists that he “gave instruc-
tions to ensure that Father Twenty was able to 
enter the church” and that he invited him to con-
celebrate Mass but that Father Twenty refused 
his offer “and voluntarily left the church shortly 
thereafter.” …LifeSiteNews reached out to Twen-
ty … He responded, “As stated in my social me-
dia post, I was impeded from being the celebrant. 

To clarify, I did not state that I was impeded from 
being a concelebrant.”

(https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/popular-illinois-priest-
departs-parish-after-bishop-threatens-penalties-him-penalties-
under-church-law/)

The article does not say whether Father was removed 
in a pastor removal process or simply found unsuit-
able for ministry. I hope he has a good canon lawyer. 
PG

    

Priest removed from ministry 
breaks silence about abusive 

bishops
By: Stephen Kokx. July 1, 2021 

A Catholic priest unjustly removed from pub-
lic ministry by his bishop nearly 10 years ago 
is speaking out on behalf of clergy who feel be-
trayed and abused by church leaders.
Fr. John Lovell of the Diocese of Rockford, Illi-
nois, told Alpha News in an exclusive interview 
Tuesday that he believes there’s a “bishop prob-
lem” in the United States, and that priests who 
tell the truth are being targeted by them. “Many 
bishops across the country, if not most, look at 
their priests as a problem, as a potential law-
suit,” he said. “They don’t look at their priests 
as sons….We see bishops wanting to look tough 
on protecting God’s children while protecting the 
lavender mafia.”
Lovell is a co-founder of the newly established, 
lay-led Coalition for Canceled Priests.
The group, which has the endorsement of former 
Apostolic Nuncio to the United States, Archbish-
op Carlo Maria Viganò, provides moral and ma-
terial support to priests persecuted by their bish-
ops….Lovell revealed to Alpha News that he first 
ran into problems with his own bishop, the late 
Thomas Doran, in 2009 after reporting allegations 
of sexual misconduct by a teacher in the diocese.
Lovell was immediately reassigned from his par-
ish and sent for a psychological evaluation. Later, 
he was told to enroll at the Dominican House of 
Studies in Washington, D.C.

STRAWS IN THE WIND
            

[Straws indicate to us how strong and in which direction the wind is blowing. We are very grateful to the readers who take the 
trouble to send us the parish bulletins, newspaper clippings and other docu ments which make this popular feature possible. — Ed.]
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“I just simply followed procedure that anyone 
would within any diocese,” he said. “I clearly 
stumbled across something that was not liked by 
the upper echelons of the diocese.”
Lovell has since acquired a canon lawyer to fight 
a decree issued by Doran’s successor, Rockford 
Bishop David Malloy, in 2012 that removed him 
from public ministry altogeth-
er. The case is currently being 
heard by the Congregation for 
Clergy and the Apostolic Signa-
tura.
Lovell estimates that there’s 
approximately a dozen cases 
similar to his across the United 
States.
“What they’re really doing is 
they’re getting rid of priests 
that they have a problem with 
preaching the truth, who were 
standing up for what is right,” 
he said. “This is not a priest 
problem. It’s a bishop problem.”
Lovell called on his fellow cler-
gy to take a stand, to preach the 
truth about crisis in the church, 
and to seek help if they’re at-
tacked by their bishops….“Do 
not stay silent,” he added. “Si-
lence just allows the aggressor 
to write the narrative. It’s allowing the bully to 
basically explain what’s happening.”

(https://alphanews.org/priest-removed-from-ministry-breaks-
silence-about-abusive-bishops/)

Only a dozen similar cases? PG

Refusing the Covid vaccine is 
the ‘ultimate sin of omission’ for 

Catholics today
By: FATHER TERRANCE KLEIN

….All Christians recognize what we call “sins of 
omission.” “Be doers of the law and not hearers only, 
deluding yourselves” (Jas 1:22). We can “miss the 
mark” not only in what we do but in what we 
fail to do.…Indeed, given the Gospel witness of 
Jesus, sins of omission probably outpace those of 
commission.
….How can so many American Christians not 
worry that they are committing one of our centu-
ry’s greatest sins of omission? The relevant facts 
can only be denied through a blindness that is 

itself sinful. For most people, the Covid-19 vac-
cines pose no greater threat to health than other 
medical prescriptions or procedures, yet they 
clearly save lives. Pope Francis has said that get-
ting vaccinated is an “act of love,” not for our-
selves but for the vulnerable. One needs a com-
pelling reason not to care for others by this means 

of prevention….This people hon-
ors me with their lips, but their 
hearts are far from me; in vain do 
they worship me, teaching as doc-
trines human precepts (Mk 6:7).
Some have distorted our Catho-
lic faith, promoting abstract lib-
erty over lifesaving charity. Yes, 
civil liberties are a value, and 
that is why we have laws to pro-
tect them. Yet the pressing moral 
issue is that we are obligated 
to protect human life. How can 
Christians, any people of good 
will, put their focus on protect-
ing liberty rather than life?
The Catechism of the Catholic 
Church begins its discussion of 
conscience by quoting “Gaudi-
um et Spes,” the Second Vatican 
Council’s “Pastoral Constitu-
tion the Church in the Modern 
World”:

Deep within his conscience man discovers a law 
which he has not laid upon himself but which he must 
obey..... His conscience is man’s most secret core and 
his sanctuary. There he is alone with God whose voice 
echoes in his depths (No. 1776).
However one assesses vaccination and civil liber-
ties, even granting that governments, businesses 
and civic institutions should rightly be reluctant 
to coerce compliance, how does Christian con-
science not compel us toward charity?

America magazine, 25 Aug. 2021
(https://www.americamagazine.org/faith/2021/08/25/homily-
catholic-readings-week-vaccines-241286)

The original article is much longer and contains many 
more non-sequiturs (irrational arguments) than cited 
above. The Catechism cite used by Father Klein, and 
his own omission of the Vatican’s recognition of oth-
er prophylactic means the faithful can use to avoid 
COVID-19 betrays his lack of charity to those who 
choose in good and well-formed conscience to use 
those other prophylactic means. For a full address, of 
points raised by Father Klein, see CFID 39-4.

continued from page 
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infirmity of mind or body which renders the pastor unable 
to fulfill his functions usefully” (added emphasis).

On this point it is necessary to say that the Code of 
Canon Law does not expressly identify a process or 
causal motivations for a bishop to use when declar-
ing a man unsuitable for ministry. This does not mean 
there are no identifiable canons that should guide 
such a process; only that the law does not provide 
an exclusive process to follow. Nonetheless, Canons 
19, 1025§2, 1741.2, and others, together with jurispru-
dence, provide clear expectations that must be met. 
Having studied these canons and the related jurispru-
dence carefully, I constructed the outline of a process 
for the investigation and determination of a priest’s 
suitability for ministry that I am confident meets all 
the requirements of the Church, balances the interests 
of all parties involved, and respects the rights and dig-
nity of the priest under investigation. Before outlining 
the process in full, I must treat more generally with the 
expectations for the process.

Procedural Expectations
Because there is no express procedure or causal mo-

tivations identified in law by which an ordinary de-
termines a priest unsuitable for ministry, that process 
and its motivations is determined by “similar matters, 
general principles of law applied with canonical equity, the 
jurisprudence and practice of the Roman Curia, and the 
common and constant opinion of learned persons” (Canon 
19). 

To identify what is a “similar matter” in these cases, 
it is necessary to identify what is not similar. This im-
portance is highlighted by the fact that bishops have 
used harmful processes and motivations to determine 
priests unsuitable for ministry. The jurisprudence 
from these cases has helped identify what the proper 
elements in a process should be and what causal fac-
tors can be cited legitimately. Not respecting the juris-
prudence only causes harm and destroys the trust that 
should exist between a bishop and his priest.

An investigation of priestly suitability is not a de-
termination that he is unfit for a specific ecclesiastical 
office; and, it is not a penal case. Each ecclesiastical 
office to which a priest may be assigned has specific 
duties associated with it. Those of us who have had 
jobs should understand that the idea of having a spe-
cific job is very different than the reality of having it. 
Until we actually have the responsibilities associated 
with a particular job and begin to carry them out, we 
really can’t understand or appreciate what it takes to 
do that job. However, taking a job and finding out it’s 
not the best fit for you does not mean you are inca-
pable of holding any job, it just means that particular 

one isn’t a good fit. It’s the same with ecclesiastical of-
fices. A priest may be assigned to an ecclesiastical of-
fice and begin the ministry only to learn it’s just not 
a good fit. That does not mean he is “unsuitable for 
ministry”; only that he is unsuitable for that specific 
task. In such a case, a transfer of office is the proper 
approach (cf. Canons 190-191, et al.). An investigation 
into the priest’s suitability for ministry at this point 
would be an overreach and the priest should defend 
himself by demonstrating his usefulness in other areas 
of ministry. 

It bears repeating that an investigation into a 
priest’s suitability for ministry is not a penal case. I 
stress this point because of the prevalence of bishops 
using procedural and causal motivations associated 
with penal cases to determine a priest unsuitable for 
ministry.  When a bishop makes this common mistake, 
he provides the priest with a strong defense that has a 
high probability of succeeding on appeal in Rome. In a 
28 April 2007 decision (Prot. N. 37937/05 CA), the Su-
preme Tribunal of the Apostolic Signatura identified 
three elements to consider when determining whether 
a decree removing a priest from ministry is a penalty.
1. Motivating Reason: In its decision, the Supreme 

Tribunal distinguishes between remote and 
proximate reasons motivating the process. The 
term “proximate reason” means the motivating 
cause for the intervention by the bishop. If the 
proximate reason is alleged wrongdoing by the 
priest, the indication is that the process and sub-
sequent decree removing the priest from minis-
try or determining him as unsuitable would be 
penal in nature. 

2. Final Cause: The jurisprudence requires consid-
eration into what the bishop intends to accom-
plish by his act. If his intention is to permanently 
remove the priest from ministry, the indication 
is that the process is penal in nature. If the in-
tention is to provide a temporary intervention to 
rehabilitate the priest through re-training, and 
that intention is expressed in the final outcome, 
then the indication is that the case is non-penal 
in nature.

3. Procedure Used: The Supreme Tribunal notes 
that penal cases should follow a very specific 
process identified in law. Depending on the cir-
cumstances of the purported crime committed, 
that process may be somewhat different. In any 
case, there are certain elements that are used 
in all penal processes, and the accumulation of 
them in an investigation into a priest’s suitabil-
ity for ministry gives indication that the bishop 
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really intends to issue a penalty under a differ-
ent name. It is important to understand that a 
bishop often does not use a proper penal process 
when pursuing these investigations. Rather, he 
calls the process a “suitability for ministry case” 
and uses a hybrid procedure that has elements 
of a penal procedure but is not identifiable as a 
penal process. Those identifiable elements often 
used include: 
a. Reference to or use of documents and pro-

cesses intended for specific penal cases, such 
as the Charter for the Protection of Young Peo-
ple or Essential Norms issued by the United 
States Conference of Catholic Bishops; or the 
16 July 2020 Vademecum: On Certain Points 
of Procedure in Treating Cases of Sexual Abuse 
of Minors Committed by Clerics issued by the 
Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith. 
Particular laws issued by a bishop as part of 
penal procedure may also be wrongly ap-
plied in these cases and give indication that 
the bishop intends to issue a penalty. 

b. Application of Canon 1722. This canon al-
lows a bishop to restrict or exclude a priest 
from ministry, restrict his place of residence 
and movement, and exclude his public par-
ticipation in the Mass during a preliminary 
investigation in a penal case if the bishop 
believes that such restriction is necessary 
to safeguard the faithful from further harm 
or scandal. This canon only applies in penal 
preliminary investigations. If a bishop uses 
Canon 1722 to place preliminary restrictions 
on a priest before the investigation is com-
plete gives strong indication that the process 
is penal in nature.

c. Attaching to the claim of unsuitability for 
ministry the possibility of a crime having 
been committed and using that possibility 
to determine unsuitability. In some cases, a 
bishop simply identifies the “possibility” 
that a priest committed a crime as determi-
nation of his unsuitability. Let me be clear, 
identifying a possibility of a crime does not 
provide sufficient basis in law to take any 
action against a person. In reality, there is 
a “possibility” that the bishop himself has 
committed a crime. 

In most cases in which I have defended a priest 
against a claim of unsuitability for ministry, the bish-
op does not use any identifiable process. Worse, the 
bishop often refuses to have any conversation with the 
priest or his counsel, and the priest is kept in the dark 

about what is actually happening or why. He is simply 
told he is being investigated for unsuitability without 
any specific indication as to what may have motivated 
the investigation. Often, the bishop intentionally blurs 
the ecclesiastical and secular by using civil lawyers as 
the investigator and allowing the lawyers to use ele-
ments of secular law that are foreign to canon law in 
the investigation. For example, the lawyer may claim 
that the priest or his advocate cannot communicate 
directly with the bishop. In reality, such a directive is 
adverse in canon law and I habitually ignore it. The 
bishop may also make a report to the local prosecutor 
or district attorney, claiming that there is a possibility 
the priest committed a crime. Usually, the accusation 
is not shared with the priest. The bishop may claim 
that the investigation by secular authorities is itself a 
scandal and use that as justification to limit or restrict 
a priest’s ministry pending the outcome of the secular 
investigation. In these situations, I have also experi-
enced bishops using this invited secular influence to 
justify a final determination of unsuitability. I have 
served in cases in which the Supreme Tribunal has re-
voked decisions by bishops and the Congregation for 
Clergy that allowed these elements to motivate a final 
decision.

The process that should be used by a bishop to in-
vestigate whether a priest is suitable for ministry 
should be simple and practical. Based on Canon 19, 
the process for the removal of a pastor (canons 1740-
1747) should be modified to pursue an investigation 
into a priest’s suitability. Keep in mind, I distinguished 
unsuitability for ministry from unsuitability for a par-
ticular ecclesiastical office. I hold to that distinction, 
but the language used in the canons on removal of a 
pastor reflect the same terminology recognized in le-
gitimate unsuitability investigations and avoids the 
same foreign elements the Supreme Tribunal has ruled 
as invalidating factors. Because the unsuitability case 
would reflect a general unsuitability, and the removal 
of a pastor reflects a specific unsuitability to that as-
signment, there would be differences in application of 
process, but the similarities are self-evident.

Remember, because a determination of suitability 
has already been made before the man is ordained, the 
presumption is that the priest is suitable until objec-
tive proof establishes a different fact. Also remember, 
we are not talking about suitability for a specific office 
or the investigation of a purported crime; we are talk-
ing about general suitability for ministry as a whole. 
Because there is a presumption in law that the priest is 
suitable, and because there is no accusation of a crime, 
the process should reflect a mutual discernment and 
encourage collaborative dialogue between the bishop 

continued from page 5
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and the priest, similar to what took place when the 
man was being considered for ordination. The inten-
tion of the bishop should be to rehabilitate the priest, 
not keep him from ministry forever. If the process re-
flects these attitudes, there is a high likelihood that a 
mutually agreeable resolution could be found, no mat-
ter what the outcome of the investigation. These are 
the elements that should be followed by the specific 
process I propose:
1. Motivation: The motivating cause for the process 

is a general inability of the priest to be effective 
in ministry. 

2. Specific Cause: The specific cause of ineffective-
ness can be anything that is not a crime. It can 
even be something not caused by the priest him-
self (e.g. dementia).

3. Identified Process: The Process itself is an admin-
istrative investigation that will result in a sin-
gular decree. “A singular decree is an administra-
tive act issued by a competent executive authority in 
which a decision is given or a provision is made for 
a particular case according to the norms of law. Of 
their nature, these decisions or provisions do not pre-
suppose a petition made by someone” (Canon 49).

4. Specific Process: 
a. A complaint is made about the priest’s inef-

fective ministry. In its Vademecum on penal 
investigations against priests accused of sex-
ual misconduct, the Congregation for Doc-
trine of the Faith identified suitable sources 
for an accusation.2 Those sources are broad, 
but they do not include a review of a priest’s 
personnel file. In practical circumstances, it 
is the action of the priest that matters, not 
the paperwork accumulated about him over 
time.

b. The bishop, either personally or through an-
other, should meet with the priest to discuss 
the complaint. The meeting should be frater-
nal in nature. At this stage of the process, the 
priest may very well admit his shortcomings 
and ask for help. It’s also possible the priest 
would convince the bishop that he is suit-
able for ministry, and the complaint is un-
founded.

c. If the fraternal meeting with the priest does 
not resolve the issue, the bishop would is-
sue a decree opening an investigation into 
the priest’s suitability for ministry. The de-
cree should do four things. First, the decree 
should identify the proximate cause due to 
the specific allegation received. Second, the 

decree should note that the matter is tran-
sitory in nature and not intended as a per-
manent outcome. This not only assures the 
priest of a fraternal approach but gives him 
understanding that his vocation is valued. 
Third, the decree should identify the per-
son who will conduct the investigation. That 
person should not be a civil lawyer. Ideally, 
the person would be a priest. Finally, the de-
cree should identify the practical and con-
crete steps that will be used to pursue the 
investigation. The specific steps should be 
determined by the specific causes—the com-
plaint—that motivated the process. For ex-
ample, if the priest is suffering from acts that 
appear to be caused by dementia, the inves-
tigation should include medical evaluations 
that would determine potential neurological 
damage. It must be remembered that any 
medical interventions, especially those in-
volving psychological or psychiatric evalu-
ations, must be conducted by a person cho-
sen by the priest under investigation. Not 
doing so violates his right to privacy (c.f. 
Canon 220). The overall process of investi-
gation should reflect the kind of elements 
demonstrated when the man was being 
vetted for ordination in the first place. The 
priest should be an active participant in each 
stage and be given opportunity to present 
witnesses and counter-evidence. Allowing 
his active participation from the beginning 
would discourage a contentious approach 
and encourage trust throughout the process.

 It is necessary to point out that there is no 
reason to publicize the matter. The number 
of people involved should be limited only to 
those necessary to conduct the investigation 
properly. All effort should be made to pro-
tect the priest’s reputation.

d. The priest should be invited to secure canoni-
cal counsel and an advocate to safeguard his 
rights. If there are any fees associated with 
hiring an advocate, the diocese should pay 
those fees (c.f. Canon 281§1).

e. Once the investigation is completed, the priest 
and his advocate should be invited to re-
view the accumulated material and provide 
a written response in his defense. 

f. The entire body of acts, including the defense, 
should then be reviewed by two priests who 
are selected from the group established for 

continued on page 8
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this purpose in a stable manner by the pres-
byteral council at the proposal of the bishop 
(c.f. Can. 1743). They should provide the 
bishop a written opinion on whether the 
priest is suitable for ministry or not.

g. The bishop prayerfully reviews the material 
and makes a determination. That determi-
nation is put in a decree and published to 
the priest. The decree should include all 
elements necessary for a valid singular ad-
ministrative decree. If the priest is deter-
mined suitable, he may also be determined 
unsuitable for his specific assignment. If so, 
a second decree transferring him would be 
in order. If he is found unsuitable for minis-
try, there are three key elements that should 
be included in the decree. First, the bishop 
should use the decree to make provision for 
the priest’s needs (e.g. salary, living arrange-
ments, etc.). Second, the decree should iden-
tify how the priest could be rehabilitated. 
Finally, the decree must indicate the way in 
which it can be challenged (c.f. Canon 1614). 

The publication of the decree would end the inves-
tigation but could result in the beginning of appeals. 
If the priest is determined unsuitable for ministry, and 
he wishes to appeal, he would have ten days to file a 
request to the bishop that the bishop reconsider his de-
cision (Canon 1734§1).

Because an investigation into the suitability for min-
istry of a priest is not a response to a criminal act, and 
because the priest had acquired a right to ministry, 
any determination of his unsuitability is considered 
transient in nature. The Congregation for Clergy, in 
recent decisions on multiple cases, demanded that if 
a bishop determined a priest was unsuitable for min-
istry the bishop had to review the matter at least an-
nually.3 And, most important to the review, the bishop 
had to identify new, proximate causes for the unsuit-
ability. The expectation is that a bishop will act to reha-
bilitate a priest who is determined unsuitable. He was 
once suitable, or he would not have been ordained. He 
should be rehabilitated if he is found unsuitable in a 
general sense.

Beware the Consequences of Good Faith
For a man aspiring to the priesthood, he should ful-

ly understand the consequences of ordination in a par-
ticular diocese or institute. Once ordained, he has en-
trusted his life to his ordinary and he will live with or 
alongside his brother priests. Regrettably, the political 
games played in chancery offices often make secular 
politics look like a child’s game. Before a man accepts 

ordination in a particular diocese, he should under-
stand as fully as possible the political winds that are 
blowing. And, he must develop a sufficient trust in the 
bishop and the presbyterate. Just as a man and woman 
must develop sufficient trust to provide a high proba-
bility of happiness in marriage before they say, “I do”, 
so a man should develop that trust with a potential or-
dinary and the presbyterate before ordination. While 
it is necessary for a man to trust the bishop to whom 
he will pledge his obedience, it is also necessary for 
that man to understand and trust the presbyterate that 
he will become a part of. Bishops come and go; the 
presbyterate shapes the climate of the diocese over a 
much longer term. Whatever he does, a man should 
not trust “good faith” when discerning ordination in a 
particular diocese. 

If proper discernment and relationships are built at 
the beginning of a man’s relationship with a diocese, 
there is a better chance he will be respected through-
out his ministry as a priest. The process I outline above 
is not found in the Code of Canon Law. It is a process 
I derived from applying Canon 19 and the jurispru-
dence from the cases I have worked over the past 25 
years. Sadly, every one of these processes I have taken 
part in was motivated either by an animosity of some 
sort against the priest or a desire to remove him per-
manently from ministry or both. Two of my priest cas-
es have been ongoing for more than ten years. Both of 
these cases have been resolved by Rome in favor of the 
priests, but the bishops involved have refused to obey 
the final determinations by Rome. 

Currently, there is no identified process in law 
called, “Process for determining the suitability of a 
priest for ministry.” Nonetheless, there are key ele-
ments of law and jurisprudence that allow a bishop 
to pursue a proper process that safeguards the dignity 
and respect of the priest in question, and also allows 
him to fulfill his obligations in safeguarding effec-
tive pastoral ministry. It is my ardent hope that I will 
encounter a bishop who utilizes authentic dialogue, 
transparency, and respect for the Rule of Law when he 
is investigating a priest for suitability. Until then, I will 
continue to propose reasonable processes and solu-
tions, and I will continue to assist priests in defense of 
the dignity they deserve. “For he that is not against you, 
is for you” (Mark 9:39).

(Endnotes)
1 An “acquired right” is a right obtained by some concession or 

circumstance. It is lost if the concession or circumstance changes.
2 16 July 2020, Congregation for Doctrine of the Faith, Vademecum: 

On Certain Points of Procedure in treating Cases of Sexual Abuse of 
Minors Committed by Clerics, no. 10.

3 Congregation for Clergy, Prot. N.: 20122898, 20154030.
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Dear Friends,

“Grace to you, and peace from Him Who was, Who is, and Who is to come” (Rev. 1:4).

Behold the days come, saith the Lord, that I will perform the good word that I have spoken to 
the house of Israel, and to the house of Juda.  In those days, and at that time, I will make the 
bud of justice to spring forth unto David, and He shall do judgment and justice in the earth. 
In those days shall Juda be saved, and Jerusalem shall dwell securely: and this is the name 
that they shall call Him, The Lord our just one. For thus saith the Lord: There shall not be 
cut off from David a man to sit upon the throne of the house of Israel. Neither shall there be 
cut off from the priests and Levites a man before My face to offer holocausts, and to burn 
sacrifices, and to kill victims continually (Jer. 33:14-18, DRV).

When you think of Scripture passages about the coming Messiah, you probably don’t think of the Prophet Jer-
emiah. He’s a doom and gloom prophet, who mostly warned the kings of Judah and people of Jerusalem that if they 
didn’t get their act together Jerusalem would be destroyed and the people would go into exile. He wasn’t a very popu-
lar person either. He was treated very badly, even being thrown into an empty cistern to die in the mud (Jer. 38). His 
life ended after being kidnapped and taken to Egypt (Jer. 42-43; 2 Kings 25:25-26) where tradition holds that he was 
killed by his own people. When Jeremiah wrote this prophecy, he was in prison during the siege of Jerusalem by the 
Babylonians. Make no mistake, this passage from the Book of Jeremiah is a prophecy about the coming Messiah. It’s 
just not about His first coming: His birth.

Within the liturgical calendar, the Prophet Isaiah is best known for his prophecies about the coming Messiah. 
Some are about His birth; most are not. Recall the passage read every year during Advent, “Behold a virgin shall 
conceive, and bear a son, and his name shall be called Emmanuel” (Is. 7:14). Here’s another well-known passage for 
Advent, “And there shall come forth a rod out of the root of Jesse, and a flower shall rise up out of his root. And the 
spirit of the Lord shall rest upon him: the spirit of wisdom, and of understanding, the spirit of counsel, and of fortitude, 
the spirit of knowledge, and of godliness.  And he shall be filled with the spirit of the fear of the Lord” (Is. 11:1-2). This 
second passage is not just about the birth of Jesus, but about the work of the Church, Jesus’ return in glory and what 
we can expect when He does return. This is how the passage develops:

He shall strike the earth with the rod of His mouth, and with the breath of His lips He shall 
slay the wicked….They shall not hurt, nor shall they kill in all My holy mountain, for the 
earth is filled with the knowledge of the Lord, as the covering waters of the sea. In that day 
the root of Jesse, Who standeth for an ensign of the people, Him the Gentiles shall beseech, 
and His sepulchre shall be glorious. And it shall come to pass in that day, that the Lord shall 
set His hand the second time to possess the remnant of His people, which shall be left from 
the Assyrians, and from Egypt, and from Phetros, and from Ethiopia, and from Elam, and 
from Sennaar, and from Emath, and from the islands of the sea….And you shall say in that 
day: Praise ye the Lord, and call upon His name: make His works known among the people: 



remember that His name is high. Sing ye to the Lord, for He hath done great things: shew this 
forth in all the earth. Rejoice, and praise, O thou habitation of Sion: for great is He that is in 
the midst of thee, the Holy One of Israel (Is. 11:4-12:6).

Isaiah 11 is not just about the Birth of Jesus. The words we hear read during Advent inspire Hope and thoughts of 
Peace, but the passage as a whole moves from the Birth of the Messiah to Jesus working through His Church Militant 
and finally His Second Coming. And it’s all related as, “…in that day.”

Not unlike the life of Jeremiah the Prophet, when Jesus was born, the geopolitical landscape was hard and cruel. 
The Jews were oppressed by an outside nation (the Romans) but also by their own leaders. The slaughter of the Holy 
Innocents marred the tranquil peace that otherwise marked Jesus’ birth, and the motivation of that slaughter was 
purely political. 

Is today any different? Are our lives any different? Like Jeremiah, most of us are not heralded by angels, and the 
geopolitical climate is hard and cruel. Like Jeremiah and Jesus, we are not oppressed by foreign authorities, but by 
our elected officials and even Church leaders. Our clients, and so many others who do not even know of The Saint 
Joseph Foundation suffer at the hands of negligent or even malicious churchmen. Most of us will celebrate Christmas 
with family or friends in the safety and peace of our homes, but not all. And even the safety and peace of our homes 
will not change the harsh realities outside our doors. Yet, these harsh realities are the reason why the words of Hope 
and Peace were given through the prophets!

By the time you read this letter, Advent will have ended but the words of Peace and Hope read this Holy Season 
still endure. They will endure until Jesus returns in glory. They will endure to inspire Hope in our hearts and challenge 
us to look past our short time on this Earth and anticipate eternity with God in Heaven. As it is written in the Book 
of Wisdom, “O how beautiful is the chaste generation with glory: for the memory thereof is immortal: because it is 
known both with God and with men….Then shall the just stand with great constancy against those that have afflicted 
them” (Wis.4:1; 5:1).

We express this “great constancy” of the just when we carry with us the words of Hope during our times of trial. 
We stand as a witness of the Second Coming of Christ when we “praise the Lord, call upon His name; and make His 
works known among the peoples” (Is. 12:4).

I challenge you; take time to go back and read the prophecies which you heard during the Masses of Advent. Read 
them in the context of the whole passage from whence they came. Read them and re-read them. Text and email them 
to yourselves so you read them throughout your day. Write them in your minds and hearts (Deut. 6:6). Let the Hope 
they inspire settle into your hearts. Don’t let this Season of Hope end with the changing liturgical colors but make 
your life a Season of Hope. 

Jeremiah and Jesus were driven into Egypt by their own people. Both died at the hands of their own people. The 
prophecies of Jeremiah paved the way for the coming of the Word made Flesh; and His first coming gives us Hope of a 
resurrection to eternal life. Don’t let the political climate of our Church and world enshroud you with darkness. Carry 
the words of Hope in your minds and hearts every day, and you will find that those words will be a light to guide you 
now and in your darkest hour. If you do this, your life will enkindle Hope for others; you will become a light set on a 
lampstand to guide others out of darkness (Lk. 11:33-36).

I wish you all a very blessed Christmas and Hope-filled New Year!

      Peace,

       Philip C. L. Gray
       President


